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Abstract: 

This project is to improve the existing technology into the next level needs where it will implement a touch-less interaction by 

hand movements in the air for human computer interaction this project will cover about gesture control and interface technology 

by using capacitive sensor as the major component for sensing the gesture movement. Capacitive sensing function depends upon 

how long it takes a capacitor to charge. Placing an object within the electric field of a capacitor will affect the capacitan ce value 

and the corresponding time constant. The main idea is to build a low cost 3D con troller for gesture detection and implement it for 

human computer interactions. The functionality of it is to allow a run time user control by simply using microcontroller as a 

bridge for interface connection between the hardware and computer.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In this we introduce the concept of capacitive sensing. Nearly 

all sensing of this kind depends upon how long it  takes a 

capacitor to charge. Placing an object within the electric field 

of a capacitor will affect the capacitance value and the 

corresponding time constant. The purpose of this project is to 

develop a touch less control device in three dimensional areas 

of interaction by gestural movement. The method to develop 

the 3D controller is by using capacitive sensing .capacitive 

method uses electrode as sensor input. The electrode act as 

detect the E field variations at different position order to 

measure the origin  of electric field distortion from the varying 

signals received due to the conductivity of the human body 

itself that shunted to ground .then y he information is used to 

calculate the position ,track movement and to classify 

movement  patterns (gesture). This method uses three 

aluminum foil board and building it in cube from with each 

plate act as X, Y, Z coordinates. The cube is conductive so 

that it can store capacitive charge with current and voltage 

supplied.  2.1 Human and computer interactions have recently 

gaining attentions by developers in making it more intuitive 

and having a more natural interaction between them. Human-

computer interaction (HCI) is defined as the disciplined that is 

concerned with the design, evaluation, and implementation for 

an interactive computing system in human use and the 

phenomena around them. There are many studies about the 

interaction in global computing environments that have been 

introduced. Previous studies are the Things That Think, which 

consists of various researches for smart objects and human 

computer interactions performed by MIT Media Lab, the 

studies about mobile and context-awareness HCI p latform 

which is Watch Me, [6]. Another one is a vision-based human 

computer interaction system which  uses RFID reader and 

motion sensor called Mouse Field. The d ifferent type of 

gesture controller method that can be used to develop a 

toothless controller. Based on the figure, capacitive sensing 

method is chosen in this for project in order to develop a touch 

less 3D controller.  
   

II. HAND GES TURE CONTROLLER  
   

The approach for human computer interactions has made 

many researchers trying to make the operating methods 

became more commercially  product friendly. The control 

methods that are available nowadays are keyboard, remote 

controller, voice and speech recognition and hand gesture 

recognition [8] [9]. For hand ges ture recognition, there are 

some commercial product that adopts the gesture recognition 

technique for such areas in gesture language service, 

intelligent human-machine interface, interfaces of virtual 

reality navigation, dig ital art  and entertainment. The example 

of the product is the Kinect for xbox360. It is a very important 

product which is invented by Microsoft Company. The Kinect 

camera was able to obtain 3D depth data by projecting a grid 

of infrared dots and observing the shift in pixels with respect 

to a known pattern. This allowed for games to be controlled 

entirely through gestures and without the requirement of a 

physical controller [10]. It is common methods that were 

actually used to develop gestural recognition are by using a 

camera. By this method it must fo llow these three steps; 

segmentation, representation and recognition.  Furthermore, in 

the gaming industry motion-based interface that mostly uses 

gesture movement as input has shifted in its market. The 

Nintendo’s Wiimote controller uses three-axis accelerometer 

where various movements using that controller are used as 

input to video Games. Take a look at tennis game as an 

example; the player can swing the Wiimote as like they were 

holding a real racket but actually it is just a v irtual racket. The 

controller accelerometer recognizes the pattern as the player 

swings the Wiimote and defined it for an in-game animat ion. 

The defined concept can be used to build  a controller for 

which it can determine the corresponding movements for a 

specific task.  
 

III. ARCHITECARE 
 

The simplest capacitor consists of two metal plates put .When 

currents placed on those plates they can store energy. When 

the cur- rent is removed and the plates are connected through a 

circuit, the stored energy initiates a current. Thus, a capacitor 

works like a s mall accumulator. The capacity (capacitance) 

depends on the size of the plates and their distance. Using the 

effect mentioned above, one can measure and track the 

distance between a sensor and an object. For this, one of the 

two plates of a capacitor is  replaced by the object to be 

tracked. In order to hold  enough free electrons or charged 
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molecules, the object has to have a relatively high dielectric 

constant. Most of these materials are electrically conductive 

like metal, water or the human body. When the object gets 

closer to the plate, the capacitance of this pseudo capacitor 

increases. One can measure the capacitance of this capacitor 

and from this estimate the distance between sensor plate and 

object. Connecting the object or person to ground can increase 

the availability of free electrons in it - and thus the sensitivity 

of the device. The most common way to measure the 

capacitance of a capacitor is to use a resonant circuit. 

Depending on the capacitor’s capacitance, there sonant circuit 

resonates faster or slower. Th is technique of measuring 

distances between a sensor and an object is called capacitive 

sensing. Such sensors allow measurement of microscopic 

displacements in the range of micrometers. They are the 

industry standard for ultra-h igh precision measurements in 

many application areas. However, capacit ive sensing can also 

be used to track objects, e.g. the human hand as electrically 

conductive object, in larger ranges. The feasibility of using 

capacitive sensing for position and gesture input to enable 

intuitive human- computer interaction is the main contribution 

of this work. 

 
Figure.1. Block Diagram of Trans mitter  

                 
Figure.2. Block Diagram of Receiver  

 
Figure.3. Capacitive Plate 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

The scope of this project is to develop a gesture controller 

interface with 3D coordinates. The method chosen is by using 

capacitive sensing which will recognize the gesture by using 

the princip les of capacit ive sensing. It will have 3-axis of 

conductive foil to store charge and to detect any hand gesture 

approach. The 3D sensing block was built  by designing the 

sensor in cubic form with three sensors attached together. The 

cube sensor will be connected to Arduino to read the time 

taken for capacitance value to change over interactions of the 

hand within the sensor cube with a reference value given. The 

device can recognize hand gestures input and implement it for 

an interaction with computers for which this project is for the 

control of mouse cursor on the computer. This interface is by 

using Processing software for display the interface of the hand 

movement as the electric field is distorted by grounded object 

(hands). Then, for the application of this project is by using 

MATLAB software to control Google earth program by using 

the hand movement at the sensor cube. The priority o f making 

this system device is for it  to be simple and cost effective. 

User can operate this robot from remote location if it is 

provided with video surveillance and net connectivity. Doctor 

at Work in the OT Where Touch less Interface Removes 

Concerns About sterility & Cleanliness Raised by Traditional 

methods. Picture shows a prototype of a screen equipped with 

a Thacker device. The user navigates (scrolling/zooming) 

Through an X-Ray Photograph by moving the hand & 

performing gesture in front of the screen  

 

V. CONCLUS ION 

 

In this guide, we introduced the concept of capacit ive sensing. 

Nearly all sensing of this kind depends upon how long it takes 

a capacitor to charge (known as the time constant). Placing an 

object within the electric field of a capacitor will affect the 

capacitance value and the corresponding time constant.  
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